February 5, 2020
Haley Grissett
Administrative Student Assistant | Turman Hall & Hamilton Holmes Hall
To Whom It May Concern:
I would like to enthusiastically recommend Haley Grissett as a candidate for the Emory Student Employee of the
Year. In her position as my Administrative Student Assistant, Haley has been employed under my supervision from
August 2018 until the present. Haley’s character traits such as enthusiasm, open-mindedness, and positivity make
her an irreplaceable part of our Residence Life team. More than this, her high standard of work, professionalism and
communication, and her creativity and initiative are absolutely unmatched. Haley has impacted the experiences of
our residents tremendously through her ability to ask big questions, create big follow-through and remain studentfocused in all of her endeavors.
First, Haley’s character traits and working style demonstrate her commitment to go beyond the scope of a traditional
student assistant role. I listed a few of Haley’s character traits above as including enthusiasm, open-mindedness, and
professionalism. All of this to say that Haley is exceptionally self-motivated in her attitude about the job. There are
many parts of the student assistant role that might be seen as mundane, such as tracking the administrative progress
of the performance of Residence Life staff. There are also many parts of the student assistant role that are more
creative in nature, such as the creation and distribution of our weekly newsletter. Regardless of the task, Haley
embraces both with an attitude of understanding and drive. I have never had to reach out to Haley for updates on her
task completion in any of the areas of her job, as Haley completes tasks efficiently, knowing that her role plays a
part in a bigger picture of our team. More than her internal drive, Haley’s delivery of results is consistently highquality and engaging. For example, in her roles of administrative tracking, Haley has created color-coded excels of
complete or incomplete tasks of Residence Life staff for quick review by myself as the Complex Director. The
excels show me which residents we are missing for 1:1 conversations, which programs are left incomplete by staff
members, and even include pictures of our creations or programs throughout the document. Secondly, Haley has
created a residential newsletter that is engaging and based upon resident feedback. The newsletter is organized in a
way that our building residents have quick-scrolling access to the programs in our hall, our contact information, and
any updated campus-wide events.
Secondly, Haley has had a tremendous impact on the department, campus and Emory residential community through
her ability to consistently remain student-focused. This particular lens of being student-facing is something that
Haley incorporates into all visions of her role. For example, within our building newsletter, Haley created a section
called “Resident of the Week” in which Turman and Hamilton residents can nominate one another for being featured
in the next week’s issue. We now have regular submissions every week, which allow readers to continually engage
in our newsletter. More than this, Haley took on the initiative in creating a building program in December titled
“Candy Cane Connection” in which residents can nominate other students to receive a candy cane and small note
during the December Holidays. Although a seemingly small act, this program started by Haley has had more than
200+ nominations this December across all first-year halls.
I recommend Haley without hesitation for recognition as the Emory Student Employee of the Year. Please reach out
if you would like additional information, and I would be happy to further commend her work and personal skill set.
Nichole Baillargeon, M.Ed.
Emory University
Complex Director | Residence Life
nichole.baillargeon@emory.edu | 404.727.5598
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Nominee Name: _______________________________________________
Nominee Job Ti le and B ief Job De c ip ion (330 cha ac e limit):

Creating and distributing the weekly newsletter for residents, tracking Residence Life
student staff progress and maintaining residential community through programming,
social media posts, and student engagement.
In he pace p o ided belo , plea e p o ide e ample of he nominee eliabili , ali of o k,
initiative, professionalism and uniqueness of contribution. (1200 character limit for each category)
Reliability:

Haley’s communication and transparency is trust-building and reliable. Since the first
day of work, Haley communicates with me her office hours, when she is running late or
has conflicts, and when she requests to work “away from the office” (Turman Lobby).
Haley is limited to a certain number of hours a week, and she is reliable in consistently
staying within required time limits. More than this, Haley’s work is reliable and
dependable. An example of her reliability is in her work surrounding our community
newsletter. Early in my time as a Complex Director, I was sending out the weekly
Residence Life newsletters to my communities; however, this was overwhelming with all
other job responsibilities. Now, Haley and I have achieved a regular routine in which
Haley sends me the newsletter for approval on Thursday afternoons, I approve on
Fridays, and Haley consistently sends out to our building communities every Monday
afternoon. For this reason, Haley is trusted with the email addresses of all building
residents as well as the social media pages for our building communities – both
privileges which are consistently well-respected.

Quality of Work:

I think that Haley’s high quality of work is best demonstrated in her creativeness of the
Turman and Hamilton building newsletter. Within the newsletter for all building
residents, Haley opens up the newsletter with a calendar demonstrating important dates
for all students and the programs happening in each building (color-coded by building).
Beyond this front page, students can scroll below to see posters of upcoming events,
position openings, or other helpful items. Early on in the semester, Haley and I received
feedback that we should make the newsletter a series of images within an email, as we
were previously attaching as a PDF. Haley figured out how to do this, made the edits,
and we have received high reviews and remarks from our readers. Haley’s quality of
work expands into the other areas of her job, as her positive attitude sets the tone for
greatness (see below).

Initiative:

Haley has taken the initiative in many regards surrounding her administrative assistant
role. The most prominent was an initiative started by Haley early on during her time in
Residence Life. When I told Haley that her main job function was our community
newsletter creation and distribution, Haley’s first question was if we could create a way
for the 250+ residents to engage with one another through reading the newsletter. I told
her to go for it, and Haley then created our weekly “Resident of the Week” nomination
link. Today, we have residents fill out our nomination link for their friends, for Residence
Life staff, and for those who have positively impacted their Emory experience while in
residence. Haley pushed beyond this Resident of the Week nomination, as we now
feature these nominated students with a picture of their choice, the quote from their
nomination, and a front page in our weekly newsletter. We have had one or more
nominations every week of the school year, and this is a great way to engage residents.

Professionalism:

Haley demonstrates tremendous professionalism through her ability to keep aspects of
her job private and confidential in terms of the job performance of others. For example,
one of Haley’s main job functions is to track the “Weekly Reports,” “Administrative
Programming Tasks,” and the “Resident 1:1 interactions” of Residence Life staff. The
objective tracking of what job functions are left incomplete or turned in late are used for
mid-year performance evaluations of our Resident Advisor, Sophomore Advisor, and
IDEAS Fellow in Residence staff. All this to say that Haley has access to high quantity
information about the job performance of others. Haley maintains complete privacy and
respect of the staff members and only communicates the performance directly to
myself. She keeps all of the data on the correct Emory Box location for safekeeping,
and does not discuss this information with others. I think that her ability to remain
confidential is central to her role’s professionalism.

Uniqueness of Contribution:

Haley does not ask the question of “what is required” for her role as a student assistant,
but rather asks “what more can be done?” Haley has uniquely gone beyond the role of a
student assistant in many ways, but specifically through her creation of a massive
programming event called, “Candy Cane Connection.” In December, Haley created a
program in which residents can nominate other residents from the hall to receive a
candy cane with a positive note of support or encouragement. These candy canes can
be sent anonymously, from friends, from significant others, or from anyone! The candy
canes are free for residents to send, as we use programming money from within
Residence The delivery of the candy canes is done by Haley and other volunteers. To
gain an understanding of scope, this program had over 200+ nominations last year
alone, and ended up with nominations across all of the first-year halls. The program
was so successful, that it will next year be taken on by the First-Year Experience
Professional Staff within Residence Life for all first-year residents.
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